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"tfIESMAN GIVING EVIDE.'NCE

I think you probably already heard .the warnings I have given about

hearsay and matters of opinion and about being as factual as you can.

One other warning I ha"lfii'tsaid but I think I ought tois.b~ca.use of

the work load that has b.een put upon our poor typists and transcribers J

can I appeal to you and anyone else giving evid~nce~o think about

answers and make them as concise ~ possible, and not speak too fast
. ~~ ..9

so thatw~ don'tLunneccesary work.
Your statement is No. 42 if you want to refer to it. You say that over

that weekend before the demonstration, you read a lot of material about

CBW?
Yes.

\'Iasthis to enlighten yourself or to help Peter Archardwi th researches~

It was primarily to enlighten myself. In fact I think Peter read the

journal I was reading.

You know that he was doing research as well?

I knew that he was also reading articles. I believe that one of the

most importailt functions was to produce a document which was to be

distributed in Colchester about bacterial and chemical warfare which

indeed was subsequently done.

I gatherthat Peter Archa~ drafted both the indiCbnent and the pamp.tJ.Let.

Did you collabora.te with him on that?
.In the drafting.'

We have heard that there were a number of discussi0ns taking place over

the weekendand you were taking part ~n these!I
I took prt in some discussions yes.

It seems that there were discussions taking place every day with

about six to twenty people taking part1

Yes. A varying number of people and varying people.. They were in

no sense closed discussions and a.lot of people wantep. to attend.
,

Taking place/where/mostly.

Mostly inside the University.

What particular place; ~

One discussions took..place.I think in the. writing' rO° !r!,some people

dropped into my flat.

The objec~of the demonstratiqn have been described shortly as to

attract publicity both inside and outside the University. Do you

subscribe to that~

Yes certaihly.

I don't know if anYQhe warts to follow up any of the points.

You rnentionedhe:aethat you regarded the change of:venue as a deliberate

provocation and an intention 'to prevent anylegitimate'probesis;~"',~ -' .
"f ~ ~
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.~""\no-tK) This is a matter of judgement and opinion)butriot.fact1.lal.
Q. WEhhad it pointed out this morning that it was regarded as ,a

,civil disobedience. Are you going to say that civil disobedience
and legitimate ptobeskare a compatible ~escription?

, ' '

It is an interesting question. I can onlY- go back through the
processes whichI have at. one time or another time been involved :;.n.
,I will withdraw the question.
I did take place ih a ppotes+knwhich Bertr~R

.

usseii sat down in
" , '. . t.l\~Qr

Trafalgar $quare al}d I ~ sat down as it struck me as a
perfectlylegii;imate way to protest.

u:t.
Let us ask aboutLprocess by which it was decided or agreed that you
would read first. You referred to the reluctance of the others, does

that mean th€lt you were less timid than they were?

A.

Q.
A.

".

~ ""'IIII,"".i' ... "", ~,i,t'
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A. Oh No. Up to the day of the demonstration the exact order in

which people might speak had not been discussed. Certainly not

at any length. No body actually said that they would read first

and I said I was prepared to read first but it struck me as being

Q..

immaterial in terms of a demonstration.

Was there a definite discussion at which the scripting, as it

were, was worked out?

A.

Q.

It was a very undeliberate discussion in that .it was very vague.

r don't think anybody knew in what order people would speak.

Document No. 4 which is a copy of the indictment with the names

of four people written on it~ Peter Archa~acknowledged this to

be authentic in the s~nse that it is not a forgery of any kind.

Do you know if you accepted that when those names were put on,

as it looks like a definite decision as to who would say which

pieces of the indictme~t1 Do you know when that was done; .

Q.

No I don't. But the actual decision that I should begin it could

only have been written on that day.

Coming onto the meeting itself, you have put down what you feel

to be the g4st of your introductory remarks. Quite a lot of

people, I think on both sides, have given evidence to the effept

that one of the things they remember you saying was that you were

going to either stop the lecture, or not allow the lecture.

I did suggest .that the lecture, in terms of a technical lecture

of ch~mistry, should not take place in exactly the. same way while

we would be very agreeable to hearing a discussion, a dialogue and
M:t\-,'> .

whatever Dr. Inch wanted to say about the ~ of the work at

A.

A.

POT't:nY1n",."... ,.,-:1u":""1.. ...,--. .
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Porton Down and with that in mind, we said what we thought was wrong with it,

that is what I.imtimated we would do, and that he shoukd then say

what ~e felt about this inditement and the work in general. In

this respect it is quite true that we said don't give us the

lecture, you are intending to give us, please give us a'lecture

which a large number of people hear feiisimportant and will

Q.

understand.

,You first words as you put them are "We are interrupting the

proceedings". There might be some indication behind that that

Ao

the proceedings at some time might be resumed but~hat is not

the impression I get1

Resumed in a different form. I don't think that proceedings in
I

a meeting of 'any kind are so determined'that they may not be

altered.

A.

Certainly it was part of the plan, as you saw it; that Dr. Inch

would not be able to give the lecture as p~ogrammed?

Not purely and simply be able to do that. If in his answers he

wished to refer to the chemicals of his own particular research

then there was no reason why he shouldn't do so. He was only

an3weringwhen the police eventually came ~n.

When you say you understood there was a further hundred odd

Q.

Q.
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A.

outside. This is new to us in that the impression I get is that
~o",g"t:;

most of those who ~ admittance were finally admitted, except

some maybe had to stand in the doorway. Have you any definite

reason for saying there must have been a hundred or more outside?

Simply there were a larger number of people who walked up from

the valley to Wivenhoe House thab were eventually in the lecture

theatre. When you say there were people in the doorway, I believe

the bar was very nearly full of people outside. There was certaibly

a largernumber of people who materialised virtually directly after

the chemistry departmen
.

t had decided to abandQn the lecture~w~~
~t< ~€I w/..w -t'kf!;L~e- t.rM 6\0.~ ie w-tl.s~u.fpose6 -tobe" ~c"'t.
It has been put to us by several members of the chemistry

department staff that Dr. Inch had prop9sed to talk about a

Q.

subject which had nothing to do with chemical warfare or as
~~ to c...\lito.(y PUfP°J,U.

little to do as anYLscientific which might be relativeA If that

had been put to you when you gpt up to read your indictment, that

that was the proposed subject of the talk, would you have been

able to say that you wouldn't want to prevent him from giving that

talk after your indictment had been discussed, or would you have

wanted to prevent him giving that talk at all?
"



Q.

I imagine that we would have then said that would he, at the end

of that lecture]be prepared to answer questions as to why he
iHet "'- t; tt-ble

worked at Port on Down. But this is an ~~a~~ point. He

works for the Minstry of Defence in the .department of biological

~~d chemical warfare and I think that there was an intention ~o

question actually working in that Research Station.

I think ~~answer is that it would not have been your intention

A.

Q.

to let him deliver an abstract lecture on sugar chemistry even
\

if it had no relevance to germ. warfare at all~

I find it hard to find that anything that is done at Porton has .

no relevance to chemical or biological warfare. That is what the

Porton establishment is financed to do.
"""

Are you saying that you believe that ~ other scientifi~~ work

is done(d;: rortot'\ ?

A.

A. I believe that the Minstry of Defence are financing it for defence

and militaristic purposes.

Q. Obviously there are certain subjects which a chemistry scientist'

is qualified to talk about. If Dr. Inch happened to be an expert

in one of those ~ubject~, would you have allowed h~m to continue

with that kind of talk!

A.
00

We saw a lecture which was advertised as beingLthe properties of
toxic chemicals and I have heard various chemists describe that

all chemicals are toxic, b~t by a lecturer who worked at Porton

Down, about which there are very definite lings between the two

which seemed at the time not to be very direct.

r.
.,~. The impression I get is .that it was Port on Down that motivated

you to demonstrate rather than any particular wording in the title.
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A. Well that and the word toxic in connectionwith Porton Down. There

is a very direct relation.

Q.

A.

The demonstrators have been accused, as you know, firstly that

Dr. Inch's lecture was completely hon-military and secondly that

you intended to prevent him from giving the lecture.

There was no possible way of us knowing that it was non-military.

It was advert~sed as a lecture on the toxic properties of chemicals

by a scientist who worked in the Minstry of Defence, Department of

Research into Chemical and Biological Warfare. Th~ connection

seemed, and still seems, very clear.
r",
"(.. 1m I right in saying that nothing that the chemists might have

told you about the contents of Dr. Inch's talk would have made

you change your plans?

It might have done. Had it have been explained that he was

discussing something which had absolutely non-militaristic

connections whatsoever, and had we have been satisfied that that

statement was true but whoever had made it, then I expect we

would probably have waited and. just questioned him on working at

Porton Down. In fact'the chairman at no time either interrupeed us

A.

or attempted to tell us anything.



Q. To your kn9wledge, did anyone make an attempt to clarify this

title since I gather that most people concerned with draxing the

indictment and planning the demonstration were non-chemists, but

presumably none of you could claim to understand the title without

reference to the chemists. To your knojledge, did anyone of your

group question a chemist to clarify the title;

In fact yes,bpt I will not say who.

But surely it was Porton Down that was upmost in your minds and

that any scientist working at Porton Down would prObably have met

with this opposition!

It is possible. I can't say. I suppose there would have been some

discussion'

A.

Q.

A.

Qo

A.

Going ahead to the time that you left by the back door and
\

intercepted Dr. Inch. I take it that you didn't witness the

immediate circumstances surrounding Dr. Inch's departure from the

meeting ~oom:

I could see the movements of people and in fact I first walked

towards that door intending to go out the way I had come, in but
I

it was obviously very congested and there seemed to be a fight

taking place between Dr. Bowden and Jeremy Thomas. I then went

back and out the double doors at the back.

Q. Then you arrived at the bar ahead of Inch. Were you then at the

head of a group crowding behind you coming out of the double doors.

Noo I suppose I was in the middle of the group. I certainly wasn't

the first person out of the double doors.

You seem to say very clearly that there was a group of people

A.

Qo

-- -..--
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A.

precarling Inch along the corridor by the stairs leading down to

the kitchen. Was he ahead1

No. There were students already ahead of him. In fact, quite a

'l.

large number.

Do you recollect an incident that Coltin Rogers has given

ei:idence about when he stopped Inch at the. bottom of the stairs

and questioned him?

A. By that time I expect I must have been along the corridor which

leads from the bottom of those steps to the stairs which lead up

to the £egistrarsand Vice-~ancello:t1 offices. So I didn't in fact

see thato

Q. So you fell back ahead ,of Inch into MII where Inch was finally

penned!

Yes, in fact, I was. in the corridor which leads from IvllltowardsA.

the main entrance.,

Q. Did you see how exactly Dr. Inch came to be in the corner

surrounded by a cordon?

He seemed to push his way through the door from MIO to MII. In

fact there was some space around Dr. Inch, as far as I can make

A.

out, because behind him, more students came through by which time

the people in the corridor and in the doorway of MII leading into

the corridor, were turning round and beginning to look back in

the direction they had just come from.



A.

Did you see what happened to, ~ has been described as, the

bodYg!larEi,Mr. Davis and others1

At that moment, I don't think either of them werw with him. I ,don't

recall them being with him, or very close to him, but they certainly

came through very shortly afterwards.

You describe him as pushing through the door into Mll. Did you see
\ ')

what happened then.

Q.

Q.

A. It was quite obvious he couldn't go any fur~her because mf the.

crush of students in the corridor~d across the door, looking

as far as I can make out, back in the direction they had come from.

There were a large number of students follo'ldng 'r.&:nand presumablj

he couldn(t go back the way he had just come from, EO he literally

stood wbere he was. In fact, there was no intention or plan to

hold or corner him there, it just happened to be the last moment

that he was in the middle before the two groups started moving

pack towards each other.

Q.
. .,' "J

What in fact were the plans should he decide to leave.

He vias to be allowed to leave. \.Jewere going to follow him a...'1dA.

Q.

cont.inue to talk to him, but he was at no stage to be touched. If

he actually just wished to leave, he was to be allowed to leave.

Why did it appear that the plan broke down in this place~ It has

been said that he attempted to leave that corner.

He didn't Seem to make any attempt to leave. In fact he was standing

there looking at first patient and then bored.

A.

I ' ............--- -- -- - .~ """...~., ..-". ~. ,.. ......
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Q. It was Coljin Rogers that gave evidence to the effect that
co\JrSe,

Dr. Inch was obviously in the ~ of leaving and then found

as it were, that he was by himself and that this was a golden

~ortunity, ev~n an unforeseen opportuni~~,to ...~.

This is what I have also conveyed, but it did happen by accident

and it was an op:gortunity to carry on talking to him.

Was it present in your mind that he should be allowed to leave?

I think had he directly demanded to leave, probably most students

being peace-loving, would have let him go. I don't think there

A.

Q.

A.

Qc.

was any sense of stopping tim going. In fact the " crowd was quite

orderly and quiet because they ~ wanted to hear the dialogue.

There was Borne chanting at the tLme he was moving through and got

into that position, but by that time,a number of students were

shouting to be quiet so that they could hear the end of the

indictment and stop to talk to him.

Where were you during the reading of the indictment and the

questioning~ The completion of the indictment and the questioning~

I was standing almost in the middle of the doorway leading out of

Mll into the corridor.

A.

Q. Have you a clear view of what was going on in the inner cordon

around Dr. Inch~

Yes. I suppose there were about five students in front of meA.

Q.

between me and him.

You talk about the crew-cut chemist who we know to be Dr. Bowden ), !

and Jeremy Thomas. You have already said that there was a struggle

Q.

between Bowden and Thomas in the meeting room;

This in fact is the one in the meeting room. This

the police made their entry and before we moved.

You say that dUring that inciden~ he torn the glasses off Jeremy

Thomas' face~ '

took place beforeA.

Q.

.

He seemed to push him in the fac~ and his glasses came off. I had

the impression that he was reach~ng for his glasses but that might

just be an impression. He then picked them up.

And put them in his pocket~

Yes. It looked in fact as though he was bending.

Where were you at that stage?

I had beg~~ to move half way down the wall inside M7 wall which

links with M6 towards that door, before it was quite obvious that

there was no possibility of getting out that way, and I turned

round and then went back through the double doors.

i'Jhere werej)r. Bowden and Jeremy Thomas'~

A.

Qc

A.

Q.

A.

s..

They were not very far ahead of me, just going towards the dODrway.

How was the door~ What : : -- .".-- ..: ..:_7

A.
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Q.

It was open and there were people trying to get out of it but

I can't say how far open it was.

It could have been half open, in fact blocking a lot of people's

view at the door?
I could see the whole of the doorway quite clearly. I can't in

A.

A.

Q.

fact remember which way that door opens.
. \

Coming back to the scene in Mll, you mentiona Dr. Gordons

suggestion, which has been mentioned by a lot of people, can you

remember what reception that suggestion received:

I remember repeating it and saying that it was a good idea. At

the same time I was trying to say be quiet to some other people

so that we could all hear the answers that Inch was giving.

Dr. Gordon's recollection of the scene is that he heard people

A.

Q.

Q.

saying no and rejecting the sugg~stion.

I didn't hear this.

Going to your statement that Bowden was fighting wildly. Were

you present when Dr. Bowden was commenting on this?

A.

A. Yes.



Q. In the light of what was then said, have you any comments.

When I first arrived at Wivenhoe House, I came from the main

entrance which is in the Old Coach House where the porters desk

is, up the stairs along the c~rridor through the bar to ,the double

doors where the head porter the~ was and Dr. Bowden. I was halfway

back in a group of students. He ~eemed to be extrernely annoyed then?

As far as I could rnake out, he ~ot steadily more angry. Each time,

I saw him, he seemed to be rnoreangry. He says there was no

possibtlity of rnoving one's arms actually inside Mll. By the time

the police had got into Mll by virtue of the impetbus, they had

cleared quite a considerable arrtQuntof space. It was not very

difficult to move inside Mll arQund the cordon of policemen.

A.

Q. I will put it the same way I put it to Dr. Bowden. Given that

there were still a substantial :qumber of people in the room, given

that it was the intention of th~ police and the chemistry department

to remove Dr. Inch and that it ~as. the intention of the demonstrato~

to obstruct this move by the police, a certain amount of pushing,

elbowing and counterpushing is ~nevitable. To what extent was

any action that you saw, of Bowden~ going beyo~d that~

His behavour seriously'st~uck me as being extremely eratic and

wild in that he was extremely angry and was shouting '~hat is

your name"and"I will recognise you" at various people and pushing

very wildly. Much more wildly than the police whose numbe~s were

'chantedsK. ~ emotional state seemed to be getting progressively

furious. Ix He literally was furious to the point of pushing very

.

A.

Q.

wildly.

You mention that there was another chemistry staff member. Does

what you have just say apply to the other chemistry staff member~
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A'. Yes. Not quite as annoyed but certaibly angryo If Dr. Inch was

jostled, I imagine he was being more jostled by the police who

were trying to form a cordon round him and byBowden and some

staff member who 1 don't recognise, who in fact turned round and

)shouted to me why don't I call them off. I take it he meant the

other demonstrators which quite clearly, I was in "no position to do.

I don't know who he was as I am not really familiar with the

chemistry staff.

Going back to the police's attempt to get Dr. Inch out;~The

impress~on we get is that about eight policemen clambered throughX

and got to Dr. Inch and were them, themselves, suItOundedby a

cordon and remained unable to move for some..time. Then pushed their
'7

way out. Does that seem to be correct.

Yes. I can'in fact say why the purpose was not so much to restrict

('
"'(,.

A.

their movement. When everyone sat down and. linked arms. and later

when people stood up with their arms linked, :Lthad a specific

purpose because it means that when the police are there, they

cannot arrest an individual or,small numbers of individuals on

the grounds that they are linked to a number of other people.

Perhaps the purpose of the linked-armed people was that is mucp

more difficult to get through a group lik~ that as a secondary

consideration.



Q. You use the word "unnecessary!! at the beginning of the i:fri.rd
paragraph of Page 5. In what sense was it unnecessary;
It was unnecessary in the sense that when. the police first started
coming Over the demonstrators to get to Inch, I think Bowden was
about half way through the number of police who in fact clambered

A.

over, as.far as I can remember ..The situation W/3JJSvery quiet and

we were listenil1g to answers which he was giving. DroGordon had

just made the suggestion that we mo.ye back into ~other room. I

thought there was every possibility that we could do so and that
people co;uldbe persaaded to move back and continue the discussion

Qo

there. To that .extent it was uhnecessary. No harm vias going to come
to him 'tlhatsoever. It looked to me' that he didn't think that any
harm wa.s going to come to him either. He certainly didh'.t look
frightened or disturbed in any way.
So you are not referring 'to the degree of violence that the police

used but to the fact that they con.s;Lder'ed that lnch-should be
7removed.'8

k

~.

Yes. The effect of it, produced a struggle which was unnecessary

in the context in which it al+ happenedi
Would a fafr description of :the questioning of Dr.. Inch be that

A.

he was aple to reply and hi.srepl;Les were audible, punctuated
however by people breaking inwi thhew ~questioh's from time to time

-.
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A.

which had the effect 61; interrupting his replies; punctuated also

by reactions from the crowd:

Certaibly he was punctuated by reactions. I remember two questions

) in particular. i think people by and large were telling each

other to...be quiet so that they could continue to hear his answers

and I think supplementary' questions probably followed very closely

to when peipple thought he '{as pausingo :Itstruck me on occasions

that he might be pausing and people took it to be the end of his

answer and then asked another question. in fact, it was very

quiet and pepple were able to hear the answers from the far end

of the corridor which gives some indication of how quiet it WaS.

.

~ .. -- ~.
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" These tW9 questions, these two answersin I'acthavebeen commented on at
. '. \Nesle.)! .length and that quotation from ~ had been referred to, various

people think it was Byron, Do you remember any other questions and answers?

.wu.d:;,ov.s
There was one other which struck me xns as being particularly ~ or
foolish answer. It was suggested to him that the work, almost at onee after

the indictment~as finally finished, it was suggested to him that the work

done at Port on was totally unethic13.1 and that it was a responsible taks: task
of budding young iconoclasts no ~ctually make these protests and ask
these sorts of questions and he said'my ~thics are very much higher than

yours} and that also brought some derision from the demonstrators.

Talking about the answers, they are definitely the answers and not the

questions, ~/ere these three answers that you now refer to three of around

a dozen or a couple of dozen or half a dozen?

Yes, I suppose about eight or nine or something like that. It might be
inaccurate but I think he'd answered over half a dozen questions, and some
of them had q~ite long answers.

During the dialogue, it seems clep.r that it lasted some minutes, maybe even

five"

Yes.

\rJould you say that he was speaking for about the same time as he was being
.!

questioned':'

~7e~Y much lon~er. . .Lne ques~loRs were short and dlrect. Most of the substantial points most

people felt had been made in the indictment as indeed it was hoped they

would be and that his replies would then be fairly substantial answers to

that and this is certainly the impression I got.

i ~~at was Dr. Inch's demeanour durinG the time that he was being allowed to

answer questions~ Did he appear flustered or worried by the situation that
he found himself in at all?

11. No, in fact he seemed very c~~ and during the end of the indictment in fact

he looked slightly bored by thc'situation.

'i It didn't appear to you that he was in any way concerned for his personal
saIety'.

A No, but then I really seriously stress that in that lobby there was absolutely
no danger to his safety at all. I don't think an~body until the police
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actually arrived made physical cont,.J.ct withhim. If I may actually

elaborate that slightlyit WBs mentioned by D!1~ Bowden and I hope you
won't mind my bringing this up at this point but Nike Gonzales for

instance was very close to him and shouting E!.busively or at least
taking some dramatic'part. In point of fact Hike Gonzales was at
least three-(.\uarters of the way dOvll1 the corridor towards tne stairs

v

where the Vice-Ohancellor was.

One point we haVen't raised.is that one allegation made was that the

telephone by the door leading from Il.10 was r:1:pped out of its socket.

Do you know anything about this at all?

I was told abot£ei:f~~ii~n~ut I had no idea it had happened.

Told that a complaint had been made about it?

No, I got a note from another stude~t who said that he had just got

back from Sheffield and that.hi8 personal property} by which he meant

ilivenhoe House, had been disrupted and a telephone had been pulled out
from the wall.

Were you in a pos:ttion to see the police coming down the corridor to M.11'f

Yes, I was literally right in the middle of that doorway at that time.

As soon as the police came I sat down and there was Ka~~~ clear view

because they were standing at the far end, a couple of them were standi:Q.g

there for some time. At the time we thought that they had decided that

there was nothing serious that was happening and they were going to J.eave
us alone and this was commented on. It appears in fact that they were

waiting for other officers to arrive and then they all came down the
corridor.

;'vnen they were coming down the corridor, given the circumstances with

which they had to conteHd, how would you view the amount of care they
exercised in proceeding down the corridor'~ r

.

They just came down the corridor treadin'g on 'vJhatever happe~ned to b"e
underfoot. I don't think they were particularlyscrupu10usabout wh~t
they were clambering over. 'l'hey may well argue that that is a nec~~,i~y
but it struck !I1e as being pointless in coming at all.

You said they came down in a rush, this is the first time this ha$ q~f)l"
stated.

?;~l'hey~came through very quickly when they came.
~ cc. '" c.cc ~" c, ~~:e: Onceathe ~ <\Ii ...
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A decision had ~een made they would actually get through that corridor to
where ,Inch was they came through very quickly.

.~
-" The impressioIt we have got is that people sat down when the police

/

arrived and remained seated duxing the dialogue.

A Yes.

'- hnat is your estimate of the number of people in M.11?

A I suppose between about, counting myself and the people who were directly

in the doorway and in the other doorway which leads from M.10, fifteen,
/ .

sixteen, something like that.

'<-{,' And in the Corridor?

A In the corridor.;I:suppose there must have been about sixty, they were

very tightly'packed in the corridor.

,{ Were they mostly in one half or were thgy sp:cead out evenly through the
corridor?

A They were sitting down throughout the whole length of the corridor except

I thinkt~egroup(tailed off just about outside the second of the toilets

along there.

-q;° hoving to the incident with the Viva, you mention one student, Phil Holden,
was there only one?

A In fact there were two students, one ,iiHBjifl ~N, seemed to get out of the

way faster and I didn I t recognise h;im at all and one, PhilHolden, got ou t
of the way very late, in fact I think the car probably hit him, I don't know.

.
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